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South Africa - Weather
South Africa will receive little to no rain during the next two weeks
o Areas near and along the coasts will still have a few opportunities for light precipitation during this
time
o However, much of the rain will be too light to counter evaporation or impact long-term soil
conditions
• Free State and neighboring areas will continue seasonably dry
o Winter wheat will generally remain dormant or semi-dormant

development
• Western Cape will also remain dry in the coming weeks
o Most winter wheat areas will need to see timely rain as well, but the crop is adequately established
• Temperatures will remain near to above normal through next Friday
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Beneficial, but light, rain temporarily moistened the topsoil in the driest areas from
east-central Iowa to central Illinois Thursday while more significant rain fell from just south of central
to southeastern and east-central Indiana. Favorable conditions for most crops will continue through
the next two weeks in much of the Midwest, although many areas will dry down overall and will be left
in need of a continuation of timely rain late this month.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Significant rain fell on parts of south-central and southeastern Alabama
Thursday while lighter rain fell on a few other locations in the Southeast and in the Delta with most of
the region dry. Much of the Delta and the Southeast will see timely showers and thunderstorms during
the next ten days that should bring enough rain to maintain favorable conditions for most crops.
Showers and thunderstorms will be less numerous Aug. 17-23 and net drying will be common across
the Delta and the Southeast raising the need for an increase in rain later this month.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Rain fell on some southern and northeastern parts of Brazil Thursday while most areas were
dry. restricted rainfall pattern remains in place most often during the next two weeks with a few
exceptions.
ARGENTINA: A few central and eastern locations in Argentina received rain Thursday while most areas
were dry. A part of northeastern Entre Rios received 0.94 inch with 0.24 inch in a part of northwestern
Santa Fe and light rain in some nearby areas. Argentina will continue to see a restricted rainfall pattern
most often through the next two weeks and fieldwork should advance well overall. Much of western
Argentina has short soil moisture and needs rain to improve conditions for winter wheat and little to
no rain of significance is expected there for at least the next ten days.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Restricted rainfall and drying will continue to impact a large portion of France through the remainder of the week.
o Scattered rainfall will occur over the nation the remainder of the week, but moisture will be light in most locations. Some isolated locations will receive greater rainfall
AUSTRALIA: Drying will continue over east-central Australia during the coming ten days to two weeks.
o The lack of moisture will maintain long term dryness and unirrigated northern winter crop production areas have struggled due to the dryness. There is still time for moisture to increase for spring and summer crops, but
moisture will be needed during the latter half of August into September or concerns over dryness will linger into spring.
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